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Close to a oasis used to be a farm known 
as Naomi by the locals, and  the place for 
Herwitz most famous legend, the tale of the 
falcon and the raccoon. A common fable told 
from old people to dissuade the young ones 
of doing anything stupid. 

 Fools were compared to the raccoon

The story somehow brights and differs from 
the artifact related to it, The Thirteenth 
Hook.

                          The Secret

The Thirteenth Hook

The legend tells the raccoon was the only 
one of his specie who roamed in these lands, 
stealing at night and sleeping all day, just to 
survive. He didn’t like his methods, he didn’t 
belong to that life. 
             
               He was a raccoon by mistake
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There was vineyard in this town, owned by 
John Wall, famous for his mysterious yet 
incredible wines. His technique to preserve 
them was secret. But there was something 
more precious to John than his wines, his 
falcon. He spent his retirement training and 
feeding her and she stood always inside the 
villa.
                      
                     Except one dayThe first time the falcon sneaked out, the 

raccoon was roaming the surroundings for 
the first time, too. The shadow casted upon 
him by the bird shocked him and he was 
paralized for a moment. He stared at it, in 
full admiration and envy. He was looking up 
and imagining how cool could be to do that, 
he was haunted by the way she reached the 
limits and came back. 
           
         What a marvelous experience

That was the start, from now the raccoon 
would roam the surroundings waiting for that 
miracle to happen again, and he waited for a 
long time. 
Two April’s later, it happened again, the bird 
conquered the heights again, scaring away 
all animals nearby, both in air and land. But 
not the raccoon, he pursued the falcon and 
ran through the trees and sliced between the 
bushes. 
         
         He ran as fast as a rabbit would do



The pair of animals would fly together every 
time they could. The raccoon loved the cold 
air up there as the moon shinning like nothing 
else he ever saw. 

He never felt so good

One year later, the falcon was already too big 
and was ready for the outside world now. She 
was now free to go wherever she ever wanted. 
The raccoon, realizing that his friend would 
now be gone forever, persuaded her to let him 
serve as company. 
She just wanted to pass the mountains and 
look for others like her.        
        
      He just wanted to stay flying with her

The raccoon became friends with the falcon, 
and they danced as one flew and one ran. 
This happened more often as weeks passed. 
But somehow, the raccoon wasn’t happy just 
running. 
                      
               He wanted to fly, too



The falcon and the raccoon reached the 
heights, way up in the sky. He saw the clouds 
from the other side for the first time but soon 
they started the descendance. He asked for her 
to take him to the other side of the mountains 
but she refused to go that far, and that’s when 
the raccoon tried to hook her to his body by 
using the artifact. 

His immoral nature

In the process, he hurt her twice and she 
dropped being unable to hold him anymore. 
The raccoon fell for ten minutes and got 
straight into the oasis.

Straight into the bottom of the lake

The legend tells the raccoon stood inside 
the lake for 6 days, surviving using the 
artifact. His figure has been spotted on top 
of the mountains, carrying the hook as a 
collar. 

The night they departed he visited the farm 
one last time, looking for something although 
he wasn’t sure of what was it. The only place 
he could break in was the vineyard’s store 
and there he found it. As soon as he saw it, he 
knew that was exactly what he was looking for. 
With this, he would hook the bird and take 
her wherever he pleased, he would fly forever. 
If only he knew the hook’s true valor. 

He found the Thirteenth Hook




